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Photographer and radiology technologist Steven N. Meyers uses x-ray photography to reveal the

textures, details, and structures of plants that are not normally visible to the human eye. To obtain

these effects, Steven uses supersensitive, large format film. For Flower Spirits, his radiographs

have been digitally-colorized to create beautiful, luminous images from nature.
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I changed jobs in April, and my new office area is directly below a skylight. I have lovely natural light

most of the day and the oatmeal cubical walls just don't take advantage of this! I bought this

calendar as I set up my space and it adds a beautiful touch of color and the feeling of space and

lightness to the cubical. A coworker who had nothing on her walls took the first few months pages

and used those to decorate her space. I'm thinking of mounting these to poster board after I'm done

each month and hanging them in my home office. So with all that - you can image I'm very pleased

with the purchase!

I have bought this calendar each year for my wife since I noticed Steven Meyers' work was available

as a calendar, and it's a reliable favorite for both of us. There are now a few competing "artists" in

the x-rayed flowers genre, but Meyers is the sentimental favorite. The photos, colors and printing

are top quality, if anything improving as the years go by. We have often talked about cutting and

framing the images after year's end, and the calendar's quality supports that.Note that this "16

month" calendar has 13 main images-- one picture for all of Sep-Dec 2012, followed by one each

month in 2013.Five stars for 2013, and hoping for many years to come.



It's a little annoying that it's advertised as a 16 month calendar when 4 of the months are for 2012

and they all share one page. However, I knew I would be using it for 12 months so it's not that big of

a deal.The quality and price of the calendar is pretty standard for this type of wall calendar.The

pictures themselves are really cool. I also like how it has a brief explanation of how the pictures

were created. I would recommend for people who are into flowers or xray.

This calendar is amazing! I buy the flower spirits calendars for my mom every year and she

absolutely love it. They come out with great flowers and they are different every year. The picture

quality is amazing!

The calendar was shipped in a timely manner. The pictures are beautiful with vibrant colors. The

spaces in the calendar are big enough to write my appointments. I would recommend this calendar

to anyone. Great value for the price!

I found an etherial quality in these photos -- normally we see just the outer structure of a flower, but

here we see both the inner and outer structure, on an equal basis. I love the sense of balance

between the beauty of the outside of the flower and the beauty of the inside of the flower.

Looks good. Contains all the months and the proper amount of days. At least, it appears to. If you

put a tack in it, it hangs on the wall.

Loved the book "Flower Spirits" - it has become one of my favorite books. Now I bought the

calendar and are vowed and amazed by these beautiful photographs that will lift me up all year long.
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